### Course: INT 196B
**Title:** Prior Learning Assessment  
**Credits:** 2  
**Fees:** $20.00

**Session** | **Days** | **Time** | **Capacity** | **Enrolled** | **Instructor** | **Campus** | **Attributes**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
73600 | Lecture | Weekend | S | 10:10 AM-12:00 PM | 25 | 1 | Foster, Nicola | Pleasantville | Inquiry and Exploration

### Course: INT 197N
**Title:** Topic: Baroque Bravura (1600 - 1700): Painting Lessons From Masters  
**Credits:** 3  
**Fees:** $0.00

**Session** | **Days** | **Time** | **Capacity** | **Enrolled** | **Instructor** | **Campus** | **Attributes**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
73352 | Studio | Day | W | 01:25 PM-04:10 PM | 16 | 10 | de Beaumont, Kim | Pleasantville | Course Evaluation Required, Honors, Learning Community

### Course: INT 197XA
**Title:** Exploring Our Environment - Learning Community  
**Credits:** 6  
**Fees:** $0.00

**Session** | **Days** | **Time** | **Capacity** | **Enrolled** | **Instructor** | **Campus** | **Attributes**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
71071 | Lecture | Day | TR | 09:05 AM-11:05 AM | 22 | 23 | Spillo, Angelo | Pleasantville | Area of Knowledge V, Course Evaluation Required, Foundation Course, Anyls Hum, Social & Ntrl Pheon, Inquiry and Exploration, Learning Community, Writing-Enhanced

### Course: INT 198G
**Title:** Topic: Nature Exposed: Exploring Nature through the Lens  
**Credits:** 3  
**Fees:** $0.00

**Session** | **Days** | **Time** | **Capacity** | **Enrolled** | **Instructor** | **Campus** | **Attributes**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
73620 | Lecture | Day | M | 09:05 AM-11:50 AM | 15 | 16 | Spillo, Angelo | Pleasantville | Area of Knowledge IV, Course Evaluation Required, Honors, Learning Community

### Course: INT 296HR
**Title:** Keys to Global Peace: Non Violent Conflict Resolution and Sustainable Development Learning Community  
**Credits:** 6  
**Fees:** $0.00

**Session** | **Days** | **Time** | **Capacity** | **Enrolled** | **Instructor** | **Campus** | **Attributes**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
71068 | Lecture | Day | T | 01:25 PM-03:25 PM | 22 | 8 | Delahanty, Frances | Pleasantville | Area of Knowledge I, Area of Knowledge III, Civic Engagmnt & Public Values, Course Evaluation Required, Inquiry and Exploration, Learning Community, World Traditions & Cultures

R | 01:25 PM-04:10 PM | 22 | 8 | Delahanty, Frances | Pleasantville | Area of Knowledge I, Area of Knowledge III, Civic Engagmnt & Public Values, Course Evaluation Required, Inquiry and Exploration, Learning Community, World Traditions & Cultures

### Course: INT 297Q
**Title:** Understanding Community and Diversity: Queer Cultures  
**Credits:** 6  
**Fees:** $0.00

**Session** | **Days** | **Time** | **Capacity** | **Enrolled** | **Instructor** | **Campus** | **Attributes**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
72657 | Lecture | Evening | R | 06:00 PM-09:30 PM | 20 | 7 | Stenerson, James | Pleasantville | Area of Knowledge I, Area of Knowledge V, Civic Engagmnt & Public Values, Course Evaluation Required, Anyls Hum, Social & Ntrl Pheon, Service Learning, Writing-Enhanced, Experiential Learning

---
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